Cybersecurity Monitoring (IDS)?
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Agenda
• Who is N-Dimension Solutions?
• What is Cybersecurity Monitoring?
• Why is Cybersecurity Monitoring needed?
• How do I know if I need Cybersecurity Monitoring?
• The reasons we hear why companies do not want to do
Cybersecurity Monitoring.
• What is the easiest way to get started with Cybersecurity
Monitoring?
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Questions for me to learn my audience
• How many of you have overstaffed IT departments and not
enough work to do?
• How many have IT personnel that do nothing all day but read
articles and stay up on the latest on cybersecurity trends and
hacking trends?
• How many use a 3rd party IT vendors that are cyber experts
and employ white hat hackers on their general staffs?
• How many of you use true cybersecurity monitoring today that
is signature based, includes SCADA protocol signatures and
gives you actionable remediation steps to mitigate issues?
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Who is N-Dimension Solutions?
• Since 2002, N-Dimension
Solutions has been focused on
cybersecurity for Power &
Energy Industry.
• Provide Managed Cybersecurity
Services for more than 100
utilities in North America
helping them discover issues
and prevent damage resulting
from cyber attacks.

Industry
Associations

Insurance
Companies

Tech & Vendor
Companies

DOE Cyber
Security Grant

• Partnered with global industry
leaders and associations.
• U.S. Department of Energy
Announces $15 Million in
Funding To Improve the Security
and Resilience of the Nation’s
Public Power Grid. N-Dimension
is the Technology selected for
both by APPA and NRECA.
• Recognized as one of the Top
100 MSSPs in the world across
all industries.
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What is Cybersecurity Monitoring?
Cybersecurity Monitoring is a great first step to cybersecurity. It watches
your networks (IT, OT) for malware, viruses and hacking attacks. It will alert to
issues being seen, keeps a log of the issues and allows cyber experts to
identify and fix weakness in your defense. It is intended to be used with
cybersecurity already in place and assist your IT personnel.
It further helps utilities, either directly or indirectly, in establishing many of
the ICS Recommended Best Practices, meeting NERC and PCI compliances.

Think of Cybersecurity Monitoring as
a Smoke Detector for your Networks!

Cybersecurity Monitoring Highlights
• Comprehensive continuous Cybersecurity monitoring service
for utilities
• Monitoring of both internal and external traffic
• Utility cyber community intelligence
• Actionable threat data and reports
• Advanced threat alerts
• Hybrid service delivery combines cloud-based cybersecurity
technology backed by Cybersecurity experts
• Easy, fast deployment and hands-off management
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Network Monitoring Points
1. Behind firewall
N-Dimension
Security Analysts

2. Between Utility’s
IT and OT network

Network
Operations Center

3. Between SCADA (or
other OT applications) and
OT network

Community-based Utility
Contextual Analysis
SCADA

Alerts

Web Portal
Reports

Substations

AMI

Meters

OMS

Distribution
Devices
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How Cyber Threats Often Gain Access
Vendors

Cloud

Grid
Network

2. Third Party Access
SCADA
Operations
Personnel

1. Attacks that pass
through firewall

ISO

3. Internal
Breaches

Smart Meters
Collectors

SCADA
Host
SCADA
Operations
Servers

4. Communications

Corporate
Applications

Internet

5. System
System Vulnerabilities
Vulnerabilities

Engineering
Applications
AMI Head-End
Server
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From Data Overload To Actionable
Data
1. Cumulative N-Sentinel Cyber Alerts
for 3 Utilities
Priority

Month 1

2. Cloud-based Threat
Intelligence and Analysis

Month 2

1

82,309

2,398,009

2

4,871,216

6,642,130

3

1,422,703

1,673,264

Total:

6,387,228

10,713,403

3. Clear identification of critical threats needing action
CRITICAL - Scanning and Exploit Attempts Against One Internal Hosts Exposed to the Internet
CRITICAL - Multiple Connections to and from Previously Known Malicious IP Addresses
WARNING - Unencrypted Credentials Detected Between Internal Hosts
CRITICAL - Suspicious .exe File Downloads
WARNING - Pirate Video Streaming Activity Observed
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Why is Cybersecurity Monitoring needed?
Today’s Protection Isn’t Enough!
• Firewalls – are misconfigured, not updated and only can see
what is passing through them
• Malware Protection – is not updated, it can take 180 days to
find an issue, and can be fooled
• Antivirus Protection - is not updated and can be fooled
These are not enough to stop Hackers and Cyber Criminals from
getting into your networks!
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Recent Cyber Attacks Involving Utilities
• Municipal utility hacked via AMI system. Over $2,000,000 spent recovering.
• Co-op’s telephone system hacked, customer billed for 900 line calls when contacting
them.
• Municipal utility hacked in Midwest. Over $3,000,000 spent thus far in recovery.
• Co-op’s HVAC control system hacked. Financial data sent back to Russia.
• Municipal utility’s AMI server left unprotected. Chinese hacker caught trying to
worm to Finance system.
• Co-op’s SCADA hacked. Lost control over substations for over an hour.
• IOU hacked via 3rd party vendor’s connection to IOU. CIO commented we thought
we were protected. CIO and others fired.
• IOU hacked and 1/3 of their customers data was stolen before cyber defenses
recognized the hack.
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What We Have Learned
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

Many small-midsize utilities don’t know what they don’t know
about cybersecurity – its complex
§

Internal threats

§

External threats

Limited security resources and expertise
Annual security scans provide limited value and can be very
expensive
Existing cybersecurity information not actionable
Cybersecurity education is needed, especially to upper management
and the boards.

N-DIMENSION FILLS THESE CRITICAL GAPS!
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How do I know if I need Cybersecurity
Monitoring?
Everybody needs Cybersecurity Monitoring unless you already
have it and you are actively using it to fix issues!
Utilities that use our system have seen critical alerts drop by
25% during the first 4 months of using our service and by 50%
after 12 months on our service.
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The reasons we hear why companies
can not do Cybersecurity Monitoring
• I have no time to install the sensor
ØThe sensor is easy to install and takes less than 30 minutes

• I have no time to research all the alerts and fix the issues
ØPrioritized alerts with easy steps to fix them are included with the
service.

• If I don’t know we have issues, we will be held accountable
when we are hacked.
ØThis is not true. You will be held accountable and sued so it is better to
know and get in front of the issues.

• We are too small for anyone to attack.
ØSize really doesn’t matter. We have worked with utilities with less
than 500 customers that have been attacked.
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What customers are saying…
• “Threat monitoring is a critical layer of protection that all utilities need. We are pleased to provide this guidance to
all of our utility members to help them improve their cyber safety so they can ensure continued reliable operations.”
• “Without continuous threat monitoring it’s easy to get a false sense that your security systems are already
protecting you when they may not be. To know how to protect your network you first need to know what’s attacking
it and that’s where N-Sentinel Monitoring has really helped.”
• “N-Sentinel’s utility community data is an added value that gives us early warning and insights into developing cyber
threat trends enabling us to take action to protect ourselves before a threat hits us.”
• “...we knew it was likely threats were hitting our utility but didn’t know how often or how much harm. Rather than
wait for one of the attacks to successfully penetrate our security we wanted to be better prepared in advance. NSentinel provides us with a detailed understanding of threats and how to improve our security posture.”
• We thought we had the perfect cybersecurity defense in place until we tried the N-Sentinel Monitoring and found
out we were missing this piece.
• We were using the #1 rated MSSP for cybersecurity monitoring and thought we were good. We did a comparison and
found out our current vendor was missing 40% of the issues. We are a happy N-Sentinel customer now.
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Are we really protected?
So want to find out what might be lurking on your network or if
your cyber defenses are working well?

Start your Free 60-day Trial of the
N-Sentinel Monitoring
Service Today!
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Scott Mossbrooks
770-355-1802 office/cell
Scott.Mossbrooks@n-dimension.com
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